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Probing the Nuclear Medium with the K+ Meson 

Elastic differential cross sections for K+ mesons scattered from targets of carbon and %i have 
been measured at an incident momentum of 715 MeV/c. The ratios of scattering cross sections 
from these targets are not predicted by theory, and are consistent with earlier suggestions that the 
K+-nudeon interaction is modified in the nuclear medium. 

Probing the properties of baryons in the nucleus through the scattering of fiositive kaons 
is a useful analog of lepton scattering, where the inherent weakness of the interaction, and 
its known reaction mechanism, make it feasible to probe nuclear properties with minimal 
disruption of the system. It was first pointed out by Siegel, KaufFman, and Gibbsll] that 
it seemed difficult to build a description of kaon nuclear scattering from the elementary 
scattering from nucleons in spite of its relatively small strength and freedom from resonance 
structure in the free space interaction. The pioneering experiments of Marlow et al. [2] 
were cited by them as an &ample of the difficulty in accounting for the cross section ob- 
served without postulating a medium modification of the kaon-nucleon interactions. Later 
there followed a series of total cross section measurements at BNL, suggesting a medium 
modification for carbon or silicon, but not for lithium [3]. 

There are two problems with the Marlow experiment which make its interpretation ques- 
tionable: 1) its large normalization uncertainty of 18% and 2) its selection of carbon and 
calcium as targets. The former made a quantitative test of medium modification impossible, 
and the latter made the density dependence of such modification impossible to evaluate. 
This is because of the fact that calcium and carbon have exactly the same nuclear densities. 

To avoid the normalization errors of Marlow, we spent considerable timEstudying the 
Moby Dick acceptance. We tested the acceptance of Moby Dick against both (p,p) and (K,p) 
scattering, and we decided to adopt a Draconian limitation of a 2% cut in the acceptance 
function. This cut only allows the very central portion of the acceptance, where acceptance 
corrections were limited to a few per cent. By rejecting statistics in favor of curbing system- 
atic errors, we were able to limit the effect of errors in the acceptance. This experiment is 
a good example of how ,the intensity increases in the secondary beams available at the AGS 
have made possible a number of experiments depending on determining nuclear properties 
with high precision. 
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. The cross sections resulting from this severe limitation are shown in Fig. 1. Both C and 

6Li are shown, with the Li scaled by 10 to allow ready comparison. 
A close examination of this plot shows that the 15% normalization error we achieved is 

not adequate to achieve the sensitivity we desired. Much of this normalization uncertainty 
stems from the lack of an adequate data base for K+ -nucleon scattering. To circumvent this 
inherent insensitivity, we form the ratios of C to 6Li, for the models and for the data. The 
ratios are shown in Fig. 2. The curves are the ratios formed from the models of Ernst and 
collaborators[5] and Clark and collaborators[6]. Here the data ratio errors are about a factor 
of 3 less than in the previous graph, since most of the large systematic errors &e correlated 
and cancel out. 

The conclusion is that we are sensitive to a departure from the best current model 
predictions of K elastic scattering. Our results are certainly consistent with the suggestions 
of Siegel, Kaufmann, and Gibbs about medium modifications, but, of course, do not prove 
them. It is possible that with improved theoretical descriptions, using conventional nuclear 
physics, the discrepancy will vanish. However, until more accurate scattering models are 
available, the suggestion that we are observing a real medium effect still stands. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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Figure 1: The measured cross sections for targets of C and 6Li. The curves - are from the 
calculations of Ernst and collaborators[5] and Clark and collaborators.[b] 
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Figure 2: Ratios for the carbon and lithium cross sections of Fig. 1 are shown. Indicated 
error bars are statistical only, since the systematic error components are highly correlated. 
Calculated ratios from both models are also plotted 
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